Robert B. Hayes and Everett E. Black. The scholarship fund honors two recent RCBI retirees, Dr. Colelli from Potomac State College also addressed the large crowd. "The event was a great success," said Charlotte Weber, RCBI Director & CEO, "and I thank everyone who worked so hard to make it such a special evening for our new graduate."

The workshops are part of the WVSBDC Innovation and Technology (In) Program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Commerce. The workshops focusing on the needs of innovation and technology providers are designed to assist inventors and technology company owners in launching or expanding their businesses. The workshops provide information about how to market new or innovative products. They're intended to introduce participants to key steps in the process, including developing an effective business plan, building a marketing strategy, and understanding the basics of intellectual property. In addition, experts will discuss how to present ideas and technologies to potential investors and buyers.

For more information about any of these courses or to register, please contact the RCBI Charleston office at 304-769-9216 or email spences@mctc.edu.